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Abstract:-Image based surveillance is increasingly gaining importance both in martial and private applications. Development 

of advanced image compression algorithms which achieve higher CR than what is available now will greatly help in 

transmission of video or set of images with less delay in the time required for transmission in sensitive applications. Thus it is 

proposed to study image compression algorithms with a view to applying them in various applications so that a set or large 

number of images can be transmitted at the same time consuming lesser file size or storage space required. Hence there is a 

need to design and develop an efficient algorithm. To transmit the images or videos in large numbers, it takes more time for 

transmission due to the size of the files, also higher the size, higher the storage space required. Hence there is a need to design 

and develop an efficient algorithm which can reduce the size of the images to compress set of images for compression ratios 

higher than the present technologies 3-D, considering 64 frames at a time. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Image compression can be defined [1] in a simple manner as 

an application of data compression that minimizes the size of 

the original image without resulting degradation of quality. 

The principal approach in data squeezing is the devolution in 

the amount of image data (the weight of kilo-bytes) while 

secure relevance details (image details). Hence, image 

squeezing aims to decreases both the ir-relevance and the 

repetition available in the image data with the intention of 

reducing length and putting to maximum use the data storage 

and data transmission facilities. Here, the unwanted reduction 

method implies that the information removed in this process 

is computationally selected such that it includes data 

unwanted to the user. Such reduction strategy, where  the 

emphasis is on the „meaning‟ of the detailed data, leads to 

loss squeezing. Redundancy reduction, on the other hand, 

may be employed for lossless squeezing as it is based on data 

statistics and leads to the reduction of the reiteration of the 

same bit patterns in the data. The quality of image 

compression can be expressed in terms of two basic 

quantitative parameters:  

 

 The rate of digital image data transfer or data rate in 

Megabits per second.  

 The total amount of digital storage required or data 

capacity in Megabytes.  

 

Since image compression addresses the problems of the rate 

of data transfer ( Bandwidth requirements) as well as data 

storage (Space requirements), its applications and exclude 

usage are seen in different fields such as law enforcement, 

satellite imagery earth resources GPS, tracking fields and 

management, weather predictions,  internet applications, 

medicine, and etc. So, in spite of the very quick-paced 

achievements taking place defined superior processing 

capabilities in terms of the quick of processing, the volume of 

data storage available and the system expressed in common, 

the ever-increased (expended) needs of the digital fields are 

consistently contributing to the difficult of these applications. 

The long traipse taken leading due to scientifically advances 

still leave space for more achievements. The demand for well 

efficiency, PSNR values is persistent. This situation attests 

the need for best image compression approaches. Hence, 

there is a need to achieve image squeezing algorithms which 

ensure improved CR, MSE, PSNR performance. The 

performance of image compression algorithms can be 

measured in terms of metrics such as CR, MSE, PSNR, etc. 

The improvement in these parameters must also be 

accompanied by the basic requirement of any application 

employing compression procedures, i.e., No loss of relevant 

information and No degeneration in image quality. So, in this 

context, it can be stated that the need to improve the 

performance of the existing image compression algorithms 

can never be over- emphasized. 
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Figure 1: A General Compression System Model 

In this chapter, digital image processing fundamentals which 

can be applied to a variety of domains for processing the 

digital images has been presented. A generic image 

compression model is stressed upon which can be used for 

compression techniques which is a very powerful and well 

established in the field of digital image processing. A brief 

discussion on testing the quality of the reconstructed image is 

discussed. In addition to this gumption of picture squeezing 

method has been discussed. Section 2 describes related work 

on intrusion detection system, Section 3 describes our 

proposed method and section 4 presents the experimental 

results. Finally, section 5 provides the concluding remarks 

and future scope of the work. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

A fair amount of research has been put in such that the 

existing works are thoroughly studied and investigated before 

the proposed work is decided upon. Since the topic of 

research is Wavelet based image compression algorithms and 

since both compression techniques as well as wavelet 

transforms are the favoured areas of research, a vast amount 

of data is available in this field. Having sifted through these 

research works carefully, the summary of the literature survey 

conducted is as follows: 

A detailed investigation on the compression techniques 

Established the core of this proposed 3D-DCT work. A 

detailed literature survey is to be conducted on the image 

processing with focus on image compression especially in 

terms of CR. Specifically, 2-D compression; 3-D 

compression techniques will be studied. Based on this study, 

a DCT based approach as the TC technique with multi-

blocking as a novel enhancement has been conceptualized. 

Using this concept, a multi-block compression algorithm is 

suitably designed and implemented. Numerous case studies 

have to be conducted to develop conviction on the research 

work and also to generate quantitative results. 

Wavelets provide the foundation for a majority of image 

compression applications. The omnipresent JPEG2000 Image 

Compression Standard [2] also employs wavelets. Why are 

wavelets the favoured choice in image compression 

applications? What is the significance of wavelet-based 

image compression? The explanation is as follows: A wavelet 

is a mathematical function and has been defined as “a tool for 

decomposing signals into a hierarchy of increasing 

resolutions” [3]. More the layers of resolution, more the 

visible details. Hence, wavelets work as mathematical 

microscopes whose resolution can be set such that it allows 

zooming in or out of the image. This facility provides the 

required insight into the information contained in the image. 

Therefore, while the Fourier-based image analysis 

concentrates on the frequency content spectrum of the signal, 

wavelet-based analysis employs the unique and intuitive 

approach of resolution. 

The proposed work sincerely aims at removing the limitations 

of the existing image compression algorithms [4-8] which 

have been thoroughly studied. Firstly, an algorithm is 

proposed employing DCT along with adaptive down 

sampling which compares favourably with JPEG 

performance. The performance of this algorithm has been 

bettered by employing adapted down sampling along with 

DWT for compression. Suitable wavelets have been evolved 

for this purpose. Also, this proposed algorithm automatically 

chooses between various down sampling modes and various 

interpolation modes for optimum representation and higher 

compression. This algorithm is also image-independent and 

works efficiently on low-detail, medium-detail as well as 

high-detail images, giving good compression ratios while 

maintaining the visual significance of the images.  

The limitations of the DWT can be overcome by employing 

the HWT whose construction removes the limitations 
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inherent in DWT. Hither to, HWT has been extensively 

proposed for image de-noising [9-12], but has never been 

employed for image compression. The superior directional 

selectivity of HWT has been employed in this work. 

Presently, an algorithm is proposed for employing HWT for 

image compression along with SPIHT encoding. The 

performance of the algorithm is very satisfactory and it works 

well on images with different features. 

In spite of the evolving of numerous innovative compression 

algorithms, JPEG2000 still holds its own place in the world 

of digital communication. Hence it was necessary to gain an 

insight into its construction and working. Unser and Skodras 

et al. [13,] have provided just that. At the same time, KR Rao 

and Yip have provided a complete picture regarding the 

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) in their book „Discrete 

Cosine Transform: Algorithms, Advantages, Applications‟. 

In addition to this, all the basic information regarding the 

Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) has been gathered via 

the works of Valisavljevic et al. and Vetterli [14-16]. Ran and 

Farvardin, in their paper titled „A Perceptually Motivated 

Three-Component Image Model‟ have discussed some 

interesting psycho visual aspects regarding the working of the 

human visual system. 

The use of elementary operators by directional lapped 

transforms for directional selectivity as proposed by Xu et 

al.[17] , the efficacy of the contourlet transform for efficient 

directional multi-resolution image representation proposed by 

Do et al.[18,19] and Chappelier et al.[20] and the separable 

filtering approach for multi-directional representation using 

direction lets proposed by Velisavljeric et al.[21] have all 

provided the necessary insight to implement the proposed 

algorithm. 

Claypoole et al. [22, 23] have developed new algorithms 

which employ the lifting scheme to decompose the wavelet. 

The desirable parameters of the wavelet transform (WCT) are 

safeguarded in the updated position stage. These algorithms 

have shown improvement in de-noising performance over 

existing non-adaptive orthogonal transforms. W Ding et al. 

[6] have proposed a directional lifting scheme which adapts 

to the orientations in the image using local windows. This 

scheme has achieved high directional resolution and perfect 

reconstruction and has outperformed JPEG2000 in both 

PSNR and visual quality metrics. But this proposal has the 

limitations that its scope is restricted to only two orientations 

and therefore, arbitrary directional features may possibly be 

blurred. Simultaneous to the above work, Chang and Girod 

[24] have proposed an algorithm that is localized as it 

employs directional lifting based on image content. 

Following the works projected by the above two authors, Liu 

and Ngan [25] have also adopted the lifting based approach 

and designed the Weighted Adaptive Lifting (WAL) scheme 

whose main design objective is to lessen the mismatch 

between the predicate and update steps, preserve the perfect 

reconstruction and to improve the directional properties of 

interpolated images in comparison with the proposal put by 

Ding . 

The theoretical aspects and other observations regarding the 

Hyper analytic Wavelet Transform (HWT) as presented by 

above mentioned authors have been adopted in the proposed 

work and the use of HWT has been newly extended 

successfully to the field of image compression with a view of 

overcoming the restrictions imposed on the step by step 

solution due to the inherent to some drawbacks of the DWT. 

 

III. DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

 

As has already been implemented in the previous 

chpter, Bovik in his book “Handbook of  Video and Image 

Processing algorithms’ refers to Data squeezing as “the 

process of reducing the amount of data needed  to represent a 

given quantity of information”. Hence, data and information 

are not synonyms as is often unestimated. Instead, Data is the 

vehicle on which the information is conveyed. Since the same 

information can be represented by varying amounts of data, it 

implies that several representations of the same data contain 

varying amounts of unnecessary information. Various 

amounts of data may be used to represent the same amount of 

information. There exists a very vast difference in data and 

information. 

The information of interest is the story; words are the data 

used to the information, if the example to know the difference 

is considered to be some story. As per Gonzalez and Woods 

in the articles “Digital Image Processing”, “Data repetition is 

the central concept in image squeezing”. (Mathematical 

representation of data redundancy is given in Appendix 1.)  

One such application is the archival of medical or business 

documents, where lossy squeezing method usually is 

prohibited for critical need of accuracy, fear of 

misinterpretation, legal reasons and such other issues. From a 

system implementation, squeezing problem as a reduction 

problem for by bit rate, where several constraints may have to 

be met, including implementation difficulty and specified 

level of signal quality.  

\ 

Different Image Transforms 

TC systems based on the KLT, DFT, DCT, WHT and various 

other transforms can be constructed and/or studied 

extensively. The DFT algorithm mostly transforms 

techniques which is made up of leaded transversed kernel and 

inverse transversed kernel. The properties of its 

transformation kernel determine the nature of a transform.  

 

Transform Selection 

The choice of a importanted conversion in a given application 

focused on the quantity of reconstruction error values that can 

be difficulties and the systamatic multiplel resources 

available. Squeezing is achieved during the quantization 

techniques of the transversed co-efficients and not during the 

conversion step. Amongst the various types of transforms 

available in TC which can be used for compression of 

images. DCT is the standard used in this proposed research. 

a. image Size Selection 
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Another significant aspect pignent TC error and 

systamatically complexity is sub picture size. In most 

applications, images are multi divided so that the 

interrelationship or the repetition between adjacent sub 

picture is decreased to some acceptable various level and so 

that n is an integrated the power of 2 where, n is the subimage 

weight (length*hight). The latter condition simplifies the 

computation of the subimage transverse. All the level of 

squeezing and computational complexity increase as the 

subpicture size increases. The most popular segmented image 

sizes are 8×8 and 16×16. 

b. Discrete Cosine Transform (3D-DCT) 

In the after nineties century, as per book “The Discrete 

Cosine Transform  (DCT) – Theory and practical 

Application” , the DCT has been applied as the default image 

transform in a majority of the visionary systems image as 

well as in video coding standards such as JPEG , MPEG and 

JVT. It was one of the most successful transforms that 

decomposed data into multiple spatial frequency bands. (The 

definition of DCT and its basis function is given in Appendix 

2) 

c. Discrete Wavelet Transform 

Wavelet- based image method is the sequential of the day as 

it enjoys several benefits. Mainly, it utilizes an unconditional 

basis function that decreases the size of the enlargement 

coefficients to an imperceptible value as the index values 

increase. The wavelet enlargement allows for a more precise 

and localized confinement and description of the signal 

aspect. This ensures that DWT is very much effective in 

image squeezing applications. Secondly, the hereditary 

flexibility in choosing a wavelet produced scope to design 

wavelets customized to fit individual requirements. 

d. Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees (SPIHT) 

The reconstructed coder is valuable the most popular coding 

algorithms co-related with DWT algorithm. This 

reconstructed algorithm is the good successor of the EZW 

algorithm. It boasts of numerous attractive features that 

contribute to its fame as an extremely powerful image 

compression algorithm. The SPIHT Algorithm is claimed by 

Pearlman as “inherently simple, fast, self-adaptive, 

completely embedded, has precise rate control and hence, 

highly efficient. It is capable of supporting 8 or larger bit-

depth images with no upper restriction on image 

dimensions”. It is also proficient of generous multi-resolution 

encoding and decoding.  

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The 3D-DCT based image compression for 8*8 block images 

has been implemented in the proposed research for multi-

block of images taking 8 sets of 8 frames each. The images 

are fed into an encoder for the processing and decoded back 

for reconstructing the original images. So far, in this process 

of decoding, DCT was applied only for eight images during 

processing. The 3D-DCT was applied for 8 set of 8 images 

each. It was found that even after applying for eight set of 

eight images each, the CR is found to be better than 3-D 

images in many considerable cases. The reconstructed picture 

is anticipated using SHIFT. 

Also Video and image processing process may introduce 

some amounts of exaggeration or artefacts in the video or 

image signal data, so video and image quality assessment is 

an important identification of problem. This video and image 

quality is appraise and evaluated using MSE, Compressed 

image result and PSNR which are the acceptable standards 

for assessing the quality of processed image. Multi-block 

image quality is comparable with the existing techniques. 

In order to ensure no compromise on the image quality, 

subjective and objective assessment of the image quality was 

carried out though the research aims at proving better CRs 

than the existing techniques for multiple sets of images. 

Interestingly, it was noticed that there is no significant 

impairment to the quality of the image resulting in acceptable 

reconstructed images. This is applicable for applications that 

can tolerate a lossy compression and as a novel algorithm for 

better CR and acceptable image quality. 
Problem  

Domain 

 
Figure 2: DCT 3-D Compression Block Diagram 
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In the figure 3 of the 3-D DCT compression algorithm, 

initially the input image captured from the problem domain is 

fed to the system depending upon the application. The input 

pictures are separated into 8-by-8 blocks, and the 3D-DCT is 

calculated, computed for each other block. The 3D-DCT 

algorithm sub-parameters are then calibrate, summarize, and 

disseminate. In the figure 2 the reverse procedure is adapted 

taking the input of decompression, Decodes the quantized 

IDCT coefficients, computes the inverse 3-D DCT of every 

block, together into a single picture. For typical pictures, 

several of the 3D-DCT co-parameters have values close to 

zero; these coefficients can be abandoned without seriously 

affecting the quality of the rebuild picture. 

 
Figure 3: compressed images  

Each of these input images are divided into 8-by-8 or 16-by-

16 blocks. The image data is divided up into 8x8 blocks of 

pixels. A 3D-DCT is practiced to each 8x8 block. 3D-DCT 

converts the dimensional image portrayal into a frequency 

band width mapped with the low-order or "DC" term 

portrayal the average value in the block, while successive 

higher-order "AC" terms portrayal the durability of more and 

more rapid changes across the picture width or height of the 

each block pixel. The highest AC term portrayal the 

durability of a cos wave alternating from maximum to 

minimum at adjacent picture pixels. High bandwidth -

frequency data information can be omitted easily without 

losing low-frequency information.  

 

Reconstruct 

       Figure 4: DCT 3-D Decompression Block Diagram 

DCT Reverse block diagram for shown in the figure 4 this 

block diagram explained  input images into decompressed 

process to normal process and figure 5 represents algorithm 

process execution process for 3D-IDCT this process step by 

step execution for inverse DCT in 3D format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5: 3D- IDCT De-Compression Algorithm Diagram 

 

Figure 6: 3D-DCT De-compressed image results  

The 3D-DCT applied in cosine mathematical equations; the 

resulting 8*8 matrix applied on the diagonal and vertical 

bandwidth frequencies. Therefore a picture block with a 
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one color, has a conclusion matrix of a large value for the 

first element and zeroes for the other elements. 

 

Figure 7: Reconstructed Images for SPHIT and IWT 

Three various cases were taken into consideration and the 

proposed novel algorithm was applied. All the three different 

cases were analyzed. The figures of various results were 

recorded and discussed accordingly. In all the three different 

cases taken the CR were tabulated accordingly for 3-D and 

Multi-Block techniques. 

ALGORITHMS 3D-DCT SPIHT  IWT 

MSE VALUES 1.32323 1.35512 1.49093 

COMPRESSION 

RESULT 

79.5355 0.9775 20.8395 

PSNR 53.0505 42.2558 34.8226 

Table 1: compression results for various algorithms  

Various results of computational complexity were tabulated 

for different methodologies. MSE, compression result and 

PSNR were tabulated for all the three different cases which is 

the objective assessment. On similar grounds of objective 

assessment the tabulations are made and are also tolerable. 

The aim of the proposed project was proved that, by applying 

DCT algorithms very efficient result provided compared to 

other two algorithms IWT and SPHIT. This was proved for 

various cases taken into consideration for discussion with 

results and also the qualities of these images were assessed. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As reported, in detail, in the previous chapters, a detailed 

investigation on the compression techniques constituted the 

core of this research work. As indicated in the process of 

research, to begin with, a detailed literature survey was 

conducted on the image processing with focus on image 

compression. Specifically, 2-D compression, 3-D 

compression has been studied. Based on this study, a 3D-

DCT based approach with IWT and SPHIT as a novel 

enhancement was conceptualized. Using this concept, the 

conventional 3-D compression algorithm is suitably, 

modified and implemented. Numerous case studies were 

conducted to develop conviction on the research work and 

also to generate quantitative results. The results existing 

studies are reported in design methodology section table 1. In 

order to ensure no compromise on the image quality, 

subjective and objective assessment of the image quality was 

carried out. Interestingly, it was noticed that there is no 

significant impairment to the quality of the image. However, 

in view of the critical applications that employ these 

techniques, the researcher agrees that this technique is, 

fundamentally, applicable for applications that can tolerate 

what literature terms as lossy compression and not the 

lossless compression. Final conclusion for research 

methodology table 1 for 3D-DCT values is better than 

existing method. 
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